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Surveys in the visible to near infrared (VNIR) of main belt asteroids which cut off at the 1 
micron wavelength prevent adequate characterization for approximately 2500 asteroids. This 
project aims at surveying spectral data from RELAB and Gaffey’s meteorite datasets utilizing the 
peak feature located between charge transfer and Band I of 224 ordinary chondrite (OC) 
samples to analyze the peak position shifts with respect to subtypes H-, L- and LL- to generate a 
new characterization method. This method may make it possible to unite the datasets between 










Experimental Hypothesis  
The most prevalent class of meteorites, the Ordinary Chondrites, consists of three main 
compositional types (H-, L-, and LL-), yet parent bodies for the class remain unconstrained. 
Within the class, one well defined parent body is 6 Hebe for the H-Chondrites (Gaffey and 
Gilbert 1998), whereas less defined are those of the L-Chondrites, believed to be among the 
Gefion family (Nesvorny, et al. 2009), and the LL-Chondrites, believed to be among the Flora 
family (Burbine, et al. 2002). Observations of the main asteroid belt are time consuming and 
often are limited by atmospheric conditions. Currently there are three datasets (SMASS I, 
SMASS II and S3OS2) representing approximately 2500 asteroid spectra that are not viable for 
standard characterization (Band features) as the spectra is cut off prior to 1 micron (µm), often 
only 0.4-0.8 microns are useable due to high noise at the tail end of the spectra (Bus and Binzel 
2003) (Binzel, et al. 2010) (Lazzaro, et al. 2006). This contraction of the sampled spectrum 
eliminates the possibility to characterize these asteroids based on mafic silicate composition 
using the Band features, where Band I is at 1 micron and Band II is at 2 microns (Gaffey 2011).  
As this vast resource has been impractical for anything beyond basic classification to date, a 
means to utilize the data obtained without the full Band I and Band II features would provide 
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the means to exploit the SMASS I, SMASS II and S3OS2 databases in order to potentially locate 
possible parent bodies for the Ordinary Chondrites. 
The peak feature (0.6-1.0 µm) between the charge transfer and Band I feature may shift 
characteristically as the Band I feature itself does. The peak feature (0.6-1.0 microns) shares a 
limb with the Band I feature, thus utilizing meteorite spectra for Ordinary Chondrites will 
illustrate this peak shift dependent on the type of Ordinary Chondrite, potentially creating a 
novel characterization method allowing one to search for assemblages mirroring that of the 
type of Ordinary Chondrite in the search for possible parent bodies. The potential usage for 
such a characterization method may exceed the anticipated usage for Ordinary Chondrites to 
potentially aid use as a tool for other asteroid spectral classes as well. In short, the hypothesis 
of this study is that by developing a calibration tool utilizing the peak feature between 0.6 and 
1.0 microns will allow for the identification and statistical differentiation of individual classes of 
Ordinary Chondrites. 
Meteorites 
"A meteorite is a natural object that survives its fall to Earth from space” (Hutchinson 
2004), however this natural object is also representative of larger bodies that have been 
disrupted and put into an Earth crossing orbit (Gaffey 2011). A number of factors determine 
whether an object will survive atmospheric entry, such as: size, entry angle, velocity, 
composition, internal integrity, and density. It is estimated from sky photography and 
photometry that 13,700 meteorites between 100 g and 1 kg and 4,500 meteorites larger than 1 
kg survive atmospheric entry annually (Hutchinson 2004). Photography and photometry picks 
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up fireballs that are relatively bright. The fireball is generated by friction as the object enters 
the atmosphere and experiences drag. Calculations show the influx of material that is traceable, 
which means the object is larger than 100 g in order to generate a large enough flare have been 
included while smaller objects are not represented by these influx estimates (Hutchinson 2004). 
Objects enter Earth’s atmosphere between 11 and 73 km/s depending on the approach and 
entry angle; 93% of the meteorites that survive entry are stony consisting mostly of Olivine and 
Pyroxene with a density between 3.0 and 3.5 g/cm3. Others that fall are stony irons and iron 
meteorites with varying mixtures of Olivine, Pyroxene, and nickel-iron compounds (Ogurtsov 
2012). 
When discussing meteorites, we already know that the object has survived atmospheric 
entry, however there are two terms of importance which apply to meteorites: fall and find. A 
fall is a meteorite that was observed to fall and collected without extended exposure to Earth’s 
atmosphere and water. A find is a meteorite that has had extended exposure to the effects of 
weathering. When prolonged exposure to the atmosphere occurs, the meteorite begins to 
chemically alter. Weathering effects are a case of relative progression as compositionally 
meteorites have a fair amount of iron, they tend to weather relatively quickly once within the 
atmosphere due to humidity, oxygen and temperature variations (Hutchinson 2004). As 
weathering progresses, the spectral properties flatten and shift as more iron oxides are 
produced due to changes in the oxidation state of iron (Gaffey, et al. 1993) (Dunn 2012). 
Meteorites are generally considered to be fragments of larger bodies, thus reflect 
various degrees of formational and geochemical evolution from undifferentiated to 
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differentiated bodies. Differentiated bodies are those which formed core, mantle and crustal 
material due to heating and melting of original chondritic materials (Gaffey 2011). 
Undifferentiated type meteorites are chondrites and primitive achondrites, while differentiated 
types are achondrites, stony-irons and iron meteorites. The chondrite classes are the stony 
meteorites. Primitive achondrites are distinct from chondrites in that significant partial melting 
and recrystallization without differentiation has occurred. Classifications are further separated 
into more complex subgroups based on similar petrology, chemistry and isotope abundances 
(Dunn 2012).  
Roughly 85% of meteorites collected have been Chondrites (Wasson 1972) (Dunn 2012), 
within this population approximately 90% are from one class, the Ordinary Chondrites (OCs) 
(McSween 1999) (Trustees of the Natural History Museum n.d.), which represents 
approximately 75% of all falls. Chondrites are of particular interest as they maintain 
compositions similar to that of our star and are named for those that contain chondrules. 
Chondrules are small (1-2 mm) spherules of various refractory inclusions and metal which are 
thought to have formed from molten material during accretion as the solar system formed. 
Various degrees of alteration and metamorphism are present in chondrites, thus some lack 
chondrules. The OCs are the most prevalent class of falls, yet this class is only subdivided into 
three compositional groups: H-, L- and LL- types. The division is based on the iron-nickel content 
(Olivine, Pyroxene and Metallic phases) variations in the OC groups (Dunn 2012); these groups 
represent the compositional characteristics belonging to a single parent body for each group. H- 
chondrites have high iron and low Olivine content, L- chondrites have low iron with moderate 
Olivine content, and LL- chondrites have low iron with low metallic phases with higher Olivine 
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content (Hutchinson 2004). Additional classification occurs based on the degree of alteration 
that has occurred either through thermal and/or aqueous means. The alteration scale assigns 
numbers one through six as a means to indicate the extent or degree of alteration experienced. 
Aqueous alteration is generally noted as 1 and 2, while thermal alteration is rated 3 (least) to 6 
(greatest). Type 3 chondrites are compositionally unequilibrated, while type 6 chondrites are 
near equilibrated. It should be noted that primitive achondrites are similar to type 6 chondrites; 
however they have equilibrated thus lack refractory inclusions and chondrules (Dunn 2012). 
Meteorite Survey Databases 
Meteorites are the primary samples which directly sample the asteroid belt, thus due to 
work by numerous others, databases with various properties exist describing past research 
done with meteorites. Two databases of interest are the KECK/NASA Reflectance Experiment 
Laboratory (RELAB) and the set accumulated by Dr Mike Gaffey which is stored on the Planetary 
Data System (PDS) website.  
RELAB is a NASA funded program that currently utilizes two spectrometers to analyze 
meteorites and materials from sample return missions. The first spectrometer is bidirectional 
which focuses on the near-ultraviolet, visible and near-infrared. The second one focuses on the 
near and mid infrared and is a Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer. The 
bidirectional spectrometer is useful in artificially generating ‘natural observing’ geometries 
which can be specifically chosen (RELAB 2006). FT-IR spectroscopy is a well trusted method of 
infrared spectroscopy, which provides simple and consistent results (Thermo Nicolet 
Corporation 2001).  
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The Gaffey data set was built using diffuse reflectance of meteorites from the 0.35 to 
2.5 micron regions using directional hemispheric spectra obtained utilizing the Adams Beckman 
Dk-2A. All samples in this set are particulates to represent bulk parent composition and the 
potential expectation of observations of an asteroid with space weathering on the surface 
(Adams 1975) (Gaffey 1976). 
These surveys provide the opportunity to compare the spectra of asteroids with the 
meteorite spectra obtained in a laboratory environment. The storage and open source form of 
the data of the results accumulated over time allow for "epiphany" type inquiries after 
sufficient data have been collected and basic inquiries have been addressed regarding 
meteorites. Correlating the asteroid spectra with meteorite spectra has not been completed for 
all classes yet and still leaves room for further study. 
Meteorite Parent Bodies 
While meteorites are known to be fragments of larger bodies, often times, the 
fragments separated from the parent body (the original material's source body, which can be a 
planetesimal or large asteroid) so long ago that we have no means of directly relating a 
meteorite on the ground to an asteroid or planetesimal in the main asteroid belt. We are 
however able to infer where a meteorite may have originated for a small portion of meteorites 
based on similar spectral properties of an object with a potential delivery mechanism that 
would essentially fling the meteorite to an Earth crossing orbit. Estimates from meteorite 
analysis suggest that there were between 100 and 200 parent bodies. As there are 600,000+ 
main belt asteroids, and roughly 190,000 of them are over a kilometer in diameter, locating a 
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specific parent body becomes increasingly complex (Dunn 2012). Often times a spectral type of 
asteroid is related to a class or subclass of meteorites, which can be problematic or misleading 
when considering the compositional differences seen amongst those of the S-type asteroids. 
This is due to the fact that the S-type asteroids show seven distinguishable compositions along 
the Olivine and Pyroxene mixing line. Many show variation within these compositional sub-
types such as the type IV S-type asteroids (noted as S(IV))  (Gaffey, et al. 1993) (Dunn 2012). 
Ultimately, there is much more work that needs to be done to identify a true parent body for a 
given group of meteorites.  
Asteroids 
Parent bodies of the Ordinary Chondrites are generally thought of as disrupted asteroids 
and planetesimals. Numerous relic planetesimals remain in the outer solar system while 
asteroids account for the majority of the bodies within the inner solar system. Asteroids 
provide a window to the formation of our solar system as to the conditions and processes 
within the planetary zone (Gaffey 2010).  As there were 100-200 parent bodies to provide the 
meteorite types collected and sampled (Dunn 2012), the early formational period was highly 
chaotic with numerous disruptions and cataclysmic impacts. Due to the difficulty to physically 
reach the majority of asteroids, meteorites serve a very important purpose for generating a 
map of the formational histories of the early solar system. Being able to identify asteroid parent 
bodies by reconciling meteorite spectral data helps place objects within the formational history 
and map of the early solar system (Gaffey 2011). 
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While meteorites provide samples of asteroidal material, asteroids can be observed 
remotely by two basic methods: ground and space. Ground-based methods include reflectance 
spectroscopy, photometry and radar. Ground-based methods are the cheapest option and can 
continuously be upgraded and repaired, however the problem posed by the atmosphere is that 
observations can only be made using spectra that can see through atmospheric windows where 
radiation is not readily absorbed. These windows are generally in the visible, infrared and radio 
electromagnetic spectrum ranges.  Space-based methods include orbital telescope satellites, 
flyby satellites, and return reconnaissance satellites which can use reflectance spectroscopy, 
photometry, optical telescopes, radar and x-ray for various features of a given object. The 
benefit to space-based methods for observation is the ability to bypass atmospheric absorption 
of the electromagnetic spectrum, however system upgrades for higher resolution or those 
which allow additional equipment attachments for wider range of observations are generally 
limited only to software updates (Sellers 2005). The most applied observational method is 
ground based reflectance spectroscopy in the visible to near infrared (VNIR) which is where 
mafic silicates show characteristic absorption features (Dunn 2012).  
Spectroscopy and photometry are similar in that both observational methods measure 
the reflectance and absorption of incident sunlight or a standardized light source by a given 
object, however photometry cannot provide as detailed compositional information as 
spectroscopy. The primary surface properties that affect this absorption and reflection are 
particle size, composition and the relative surface temperature. Composition will dictate much 
of how the absorption and reflectance behaves by creating reflectance and absorption peaks. 
Olivine and Pyroxene, as stated before, is a large portion of the meteorite samples, and this 
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appears to hold true of asteroids as well. Both Olivine and Pyroxene have characteristic 
absorption features. Olivine has a characteristic Band I and generally lacks a Band II, while 
Pyroxene has two characteristic features at the Band I and Band II roughly located at 1 μm and 
2 μm which are in the visible and near infrared spectra  (Gaffey 1976) (Dunn 2012).  
It should be noted that variations between asteroid and meteorite spectra occur with no 
one answer for the cause. The primary variations are due to varying surface properties, 
differences in observing conditions, the observing geometries, and the method of observation. 
Surface properties, such as particle size and temperature, will change how a meteorite appears 
spectrally when compared with a given asteroid. Smaller particle sizes tend to increase the 
spectral slope and decrease absorption bands; it is inferred at this time for the majority of 
asteroids as to surface particle size as we have only closely viewed a few asteroids to date with 
reconnaissance spacecraft and the surface variability has not provided a base model for surface 
grain size, thus experimental error is always to be a consideration for differences in the spectral 
properties. Temperature obtained in the lab is generally at room temperature, while asteroids 
are under temperatures between 120 and 300 K (Dunn 2012). Naturally, as a simplistic 
explanation, this difference in surface temperature generates the same spectra, only the band 
positions shift as a result of energy increase or decrease experienced at the surface, thus the 
spectral morphology remains with a lateral shift (Lee, et al. 2013). Corrections are applied to 
reduce the temperature effects when comparing meteorite to asteroid spectra using the 
asteroid’s albedo, solar luminosity, beaming factor, infrared emissivity and the distance from 
the sun at the time of the asteroid's observation (Dunn 2012). Space weathering is not well 
understood for various factors (Gaffey 2010), however in some cases surface darkening due to 
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irradiation and micrometeorite bombardment reduces the absorption bands and reddens 
(flattens) the spectral slope. Phase reddening is dependent on the observing geometry between 
Earth, the sun and the given asteroid. Increased phase angles result in an increase of the 
spectral slope (Dunn 2012). Additional factors affect observations of asteroids depending on 
whether the observer is looking through the atmosphere or using an orbiting spacecraft. 
After the Chicxulub crater was correlated with the timing of the KT mass extinction and 
the Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 was observed to hit Jupiter, increases in the fervor and pace of 
near-Earth asteroid detection programs and their continued importance to preventing 
catastrophic impacts to modern civilization have continued and have been reinvigorated with 
continued reminders that the solar system is still a chaotic region (Chamberlain 2014). 
Generally they are aimed at detection and very basic characterization, not detailed 
spectroscopy. While most detection programs do not focus on more intricate details, there 
have been characterization surveys. Three of these characterization surveys (SMASS I, SMASSII 
and S3OS2) are of particular interest as they represent approximately 2500 asteroid spectra. The 
small main belt asteroid surveys (SMASS I and SMASS II) observed main belt asteroids in the 
visible spectral region of 0.45 to 0.95 μm (4500-9500 Å) for a total of 1662 bodies (Bus and 
Binzel 2003) (Xu, et al. 1995). The Small Solar System Objects Spectroscopic Survey (S3OS2) 
observed main belt asteroids in the visible spectral region from 0.49 to 0.92 microns (4900-
9200 Å) for 820 bodies (Lazzaro, et al. 2006). Data are stored online through PDS and MIT for 
these surveys (SMASS I, SMASS II and S3OS2), which shows that often times the spectrum is only 
viable through 0.85-0.90 microns due to dispersion of the signal toward the end of the spectral 
band (Xu, et al. 1995) (Bus and Binzel 2003)  (Binzel, et al. 2010). Since the Band I centers 
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around 1 micron, these surveys of the asteroids observed lack the characteristic Band I feature 
which is used to determine general classification of mafic silicate mineral content and the 
asteroid's spectral type. Due to missing the characteristic Band I feature, the spectra for these 
2500 asteroids in these data sets are unsuited for detailed identification of the asteroid's 
spectral type and its potential as a parent body leaving the databases underutilized. The result 
is a moderately large data set that leaves room for further study if a new characterization 
parameter could be generated. 
When discussing asteroid types and classes, it should be noted that there are multiple 
methods used for determining an asteroids type and class. Asteroids are generally classified 
based on their spectral properties or their orbital characteristics (Faure and Mensing 2007). 
Predominantly the spectral properties are most often used, followed by the orbital 
characteristics. The most commonly used classification scheme is the Tholen classification 
method. In this method, there are 9 major spectral types of asteroids, 14 if minor classes are 
included.  S-type asteroids are of interest regarding OCs and they have a similar range of 
spectral reflectance with an albedo at 7-23%. Albedo is a measure of brightness (100% is white 
and 0% is black). Distribution of these spectral types shows heterogeneity in the formational 
processes for the different asteroid types (Faure and Mensing 2007). These major spectral 
types are often subcategorized. Of particular interest are those of the S type asteroids, which 
have seven different assemblages, yet only S(IV) asteroids are related with the OCs when 
looking at their spectral absorption and reflectance features (Gaffey, et al. 1993).  
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Compared to the details for spectral characterizations, orbital characterizations are 
much simpler to obtain and do not require significantly complex observational equipment. 
However they do not provide much information other than the object's orbital parameters and 
potentially the size of the asteroid (Faure and Mensing 2007). Asteroids exist in various orbits 
which can present in groups, clusters and belts where the orbits of other larger bodies, 
primarily Jupiter, have stabilized or destabilized the asteroid's orbit. Ignoring near Earth objects 
(NEOs), there are three main orbital regions: the main asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter 
(Byrne 2013), the Kuiper belt outside of Neptune, and the Oort cloud which consists primarily of 
cometary nuclei (Redd 2012). While these various orbital regions do direct materials (NEOs) 
into the inner regions of the solar system in the form of asteroids, meteoroids and comets, 
rocky bodies, i.e. asteroids, tend to come primarily from the main asteroid belt between Mars 
and Jupiter (Dunn 2012). Orbital perturbations due to larger bodies disrupting or stabilizing an 
orbit have formed the ring structures of the asteroid belt where depleted regions are chaotic 
zones, known as Kirkwood gaps, which deliver materials to the inner solar system (McSween, et 
al. 1991). 
Mineralogy & Crystal Field Theory  
Focusing specifically on Ordinary Chondrites, Unequilibrated Ordinary Chondrites 
(UOCs) are of particular interest as they are the least altered meteorites. Thus they preserve 
original minerals in the form of chondrules for which they are named (Benoit, et al. 2002). In 
order to maintain chondrules the parent bodies must not have experienced sufficient 
temperatures and pressures to resorb the majority of the source materials (chondrules), thus 
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the chondritic materials had to be stored in small bodies early in the solar systems formation 
with sufficient distance from the sun while chondritic material was still plentiful and within the 
chondritic material a minimal amount of short lived radioactive isotopes. These parameters 
allow minimal surface heating from the sun and minimal radioactive heating from within the 
body to prevent differentiation (Wasson 1972).  
Chondrules have their own unique characteristics. As noted previously, chondrules are 
small (1-2 mm) spherules of various refractory inclusions and metal which formed from molten 
material (Dunn 2012). Generally chondrules are viewed as having formed from a hot nebular 
gases (Herndon and Suess 1977) and/or as having been melt droplets within the microgravity 
environment (Gaffey, 1976) which were then very quickly cooled. However, for many of the 
mineral phases, a reducing formational environment is required for crystallization. These can be 
composed of various different minerals, although generally a chondrule will be a single mineral 
type and some contain a crust or rim of another mineral. For example, CaAl chondrules are 
often the most frequently referenced type of chondrule as a source of 26Al. However Pyroxene, 
Olivine, metallic phases, Troilite, and iron-oxides are the most common types encountered. 
Since chondrules are generally equilibrated, formation must have occurred at or above the 
liquidus-solidus boundary and quickly cooled to prevent differentiation (Herndon and Suess 
1977).  Chondrules represent a potential to create a map of the early solar system 
environment, as Chondrites are the containers preserving the chondrules, they represent a 
unique importance to planetary scientists as relatively unaltered source materials. While 
Chondrules are of great interest, for observations, the most characteristic minerals we see for 
OCs are Olivine and Pyroxene.  
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Olivine, (Mg,Fe)2SiO4, is an orthosilicate with a 1:4 ratio of cation to oxygen. This means 
that Olivine crystals consist of a cation connecting single silica tetrahedra together. There are 
two end members, Forsterite (Fo), which is the magnesium end member, and Fayalite (Fa), 
which is the iron end member. An eighth of the tetrahedra are engaged by Si4+ and half of the 
octahedral sites are in use by divalent cations.  Due to these tetrahedra not sharing oxygen 
together, in Olivine, the M1 and M2 sites, octahedra, develop as a point of connection between 
tetrahedra. The M1 site develops parallel to the c axis, also referred to as the Y axis, which ends 
up forming an edge sharing chain. The M2 site is attached to the chains created by the M1 site. 
The result is a distortion of the crystal structure. Olivine is the first silicate to crystallize from a 
magma, with Fo forming preferentially first as a crystal core with a Fe rim commonly which 
shows up when looking at interference figures. High pressures alter Olivine to Spinel structures 
around roughly 400 km depth in Earth's mantle (Nesse 2012), thus it is unlikely that pressure 
would have been high enough within the much smaller parent bodies. 
Pyroxene, XYZ2O6 also noted as (Fe,Mg,Ca)2Si2O6, is a chain silicate assemblage with five 
group members, however the magnesium-iron and calcium groups are the primary groups. The 
Mg-Fe group consists of the orthorhombic Orthopyroxenes (Opx), Enstatite (En), Mg2Si2O6, and 
Ferrosilite (Fs), Fe2Si2O6, and the monoclinic low-Ca Clinopyroxene, Pigeonite. The Ca group 
consists of monoclinic Ca-Clinopyroxenes, Diopside, Hedenburgite and Augite. These two 
groups form a ternary diagram of relative abundance between Fe, Mg and Ca end members. It 
should be noted that end member Wollastonite (Wo) (Ca2Si2O6) is a triclinic pyroxenoid, not a 
Pyroxene, due to excessive warping or twisting of the crystal structure caused by the difference 
in size of Ca2+ compared to Mg2+ and Fe2+. Wo is also generally found in metamorphosed 
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carbonates, but may occasionally be seen in alkali igneous rocks as well. The crystal structure 
for Pyroxenes are chains stacked alternating face to base in the a direction, also referred to as 
the X axis. M2 sites are held by the X cations between the bases of tetrahedra in a 6- to 8- fold 
distortion pattern. The M1 site is set for the Y cations in a 6-fold structure between the apical 
oxygen atoms of adjacent chains. The tetrahedra and octahedra (M1 and M2) form a structure 
that is similar to an I-beam. The I-beam structure, if 6-fold, creates an orthorhombic structure, 
Orthopyroxenes, and if 8-fold, a monoclinic Clinopyroxene forms. The M2 site preferentially fills 
with larger cations. Opx minerals, Fs and En, form a solid solution series, while Cpx minerals do 
not. Augite, Pigeonite and Opx are the most commonly found Pyroxenes on Earth. Augite forms 
first and enriches in Mg leaving a Fe rich solution which tends to generate zoned crystals (Mg 
core with Fe rim).  Opx can have more Ca at higher temperatures, however these cations tend 
to be ejected during cooling in lieu of Fe and Mg. Pyroxenes occur in both ultramafic and mafic 
rocks as part of the discontinuous series as described by the Bowen's reaction series (Nesse 
2012).  
When observing a mineral's spectra, the reflected spectra are a result of the bonds 
between atoms and the relative sizes of the atoms. Valence electrons are shared (ionic), 
donated (covalent), or free (metallic) in the stronger bonds, while hydrogen and Van der Waal 
bonds are weak attractive bonds affected by electronegativity. Covalent bonds strongly bind 
atoms together, while weaker bonds like Van der Waals tend to be easily broken or altered. Size 
of an atom is a reflection of its atomic mass and the number of electrons in the electron cloud. 
Since anions are larger than cations, the effective inter-atomic distance is affected by the 
coordination of the cation, electron shell filling, and the number of available anions of a given 
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size that can encase and bond to the cation. The distance between atoms as well as the 
differences in crystal size, structure and symmetry determine whether an EM wave will be 
absorbed, transmitted or reflected (Nesse 2012). This is important as the crystal structure 
difference between Olivine and Pyroxene crystal structures generate characteristic features in 
the Band I (Olivine and Pyroxene) and Band II (Pyroxene) features due to the differences in the 
silica tetrahedra abundance (McSween, et al. 1991).  
The key characteristic minerals used to identify the three classes of OCs are metallic 
phases (Fe-Ni alloys: Taenite and Kamacite), Olivine, and Pyroxene, of which abundance can be 
determined from performing SEM, x-ray diffraction, thin section point counting, and/or 
spectroscopy (reflectance, transmission or absorption) of a given sample (Verma, et al. 2003). 
Pyroxene and Olivine are both mafic silicates, which produce characteristic Band features. Band 
features are diagnostic regions of spectra for some silicate minerals as band features are 
distinguished based on iron crystal field transitions (Dunn 2012). The Band I feature, as 
previously mentioned, is centered roughly at 1 μm, while the Band II feature is centered 
roughly at 2 μm. The Band I feature is largely regulated by Ca2+ of pyroxenes, but also is 
affected by the Olivine to Pyroxene ratio and the Fe2+ content of Olivine. The depth of Band I is 
affected by particle size, iron content and mineral abundance while the spectral slope is largely 
dictated by NiFe content and prevalence of Olivine. The Band II is mostly affected by iron 
content in Pyroxene, but also is affected by the calcium content as well (Adams 1974) (Adams 
1975).  Band area ratios (BAR), ratio of area of Band II to Band I, are used to discern between 
objects which are compositionally high Pyroxene (high BAR) from those that are high Olivine 
(low BAR) (Cloutis, et al. 1986). It should be noted that the BAR  feature represents the ratio on 
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the plot of a given type, OCs for example, which is generated by comparing the minima 
positions for Band II to Band I which illustrates the mixing lines and cluster regions of Olivine 
and Pyroxene (Gaffey, et al. 1993).  
As discussed earlier, the three classes of OC are H-, L- and LL- Chondrites. H-Chondrites 
have high metal with low Olivine content, L-Chondrites have low iron with moderate Olivine 
content, and LL-Chondrites have low iron and low metallic phases with high Olivine content 
(Hutchinson 2004). The different OC types vary in texture and quantity of metals bearing 
chondrules. The texture of a particular type of UOC is rather uniform, which suggests that the 
parent bodies of the OC types underwent some form of sorting process for chondrule size and 
type prior to the parent body's accretion. Suggestions posed are that sorting is due to 
gravitational and/or aerodynamic sorting along with temporal formational differences which 
are represented in the compositional differences seen in the three types of OCs (Dodd 1976). 
Compositional variations require at least a parent body for each OC type, however opinions 
vary as to the number and size of parent bodies (Gaffey, et al. 1993). 
Aside from the three classes of Ordinary Chondrites, there are subclasses within these 
groups based on metamorphism experienced by the parent body. Thermoluminescence is 
generally used to determine the level of alteration as Thermoluminescence sensitivity increases 
with feldspathic ground mass and glass phases. Alteration is denoted in another classification 
marker, which is used for all asteroids. The alteration grade is represented numerically (1 
through 6) in addition to its compositional type and class, for example - LL6 Chondrite. 
Alteration is indicated from least at 1 to most at 6. It should be noted however that only 
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aqueous alteration occurs for types 1 and 2, while types 3 through 6 are considered to be 
altered due to metamorphism related to heating. While type 3 meteorites have experience 
minimal metamorphism, when compared to the level and extent of metamorphism for type 6 
meteorites, the difference is quite extensive as type 6 meteorites generally have lost most of 
the chondrules as their constituent atoms have been resorbed and re-crystallized into 
feldspathic minerals, such that often times only a series of tests can confirm the type of 
meteorite being viewed, as opposed to type 3 meteorites which retain near pristine chondrules 
(Benoit, et al. 2002).  
The results of Thermoluminescence for UOCs suggest that the mean level of alteration 
experienced by the parent bodies for the OCs increases along the series where LL-Chondrites 
experience the least mean level of alteration and H-Chondrites experience the greater mean 
level of alteration within the Ordinary Chondrite population. This is thought to reflect the burial 
depth or regolith thickness for the alteration in the different classes of OCs. This means that 
one should expect to see greater alteration in the H5 Chondrites as compared to the LL5 
Chondrites. As the metamorphism is a continuum and the variation between OC type 
metamorphism is minute, this would not be a feature expected to be seen from remote 
observations (Benoit, et al. 2002). 
Spectroscopy & Photometry 
Reflectance spectroscopy and photometry, as mentioned previously, is a measure of the 
electromagnetic (EM) spectrum reflected off a surface relative to a standardized light source. 
For remote observation from Earth's surface, observations must look through the atmosphere. 
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The atmosphere and magnetosphere shields the Earth from most of the harmful radiation and 
ions from space. This atmosphere that protects the surface from harmful radiation also 
prevents the use of the majority of the EM spectrum from the sun, spacecraft, observatories 
and ground stations. Often times observational reflectance spectroscopy is limited primarily to 
the visible to near-infrared as the atmosphere is largely transparent at these wavelengths (.38 – 
2.5 μm) which are referred to as atmospheric windows (Sellers 2005) (Dunn 2012). In a lab 
setting, the atmospheric conditions are controlled and can even be performed in a vacuum, so 
observations are much cleaner and less problematic in comparison to those seen with ground 








Meteorite Survey Databases 
For the purposes of this project, two meteorite spectral databases were surveyed: 
Brown University’s and Mike Gaffey’s meteorite surveys. Brown University (RELAB) 
incorporates the Gaffey data sets within it and the Planetary Data System (PDS) holds the 
Gaffey database as a discrete entity. Thus a combination of RELAB and the PDS data sets were 
used as the source for meteorite spectral data which covered a minimum spectrum of 0.40-0.90 
μm (microns). 
Data Selection Process 
As noted previously, Ordinary Chondrites (OCs) account for approximately 75% of 
meteorites and have a fairly strong correlation to S asteroids, leaving further study possible. 
Thus focus initially fell to OCs to constrain the scope of this study. As OCs come in three basic 
types, focus of this study was aimed at being able to differentiate these types from one another 
based upon the 0.6-1.0 micron peak feature. The aim was to be able to use the small body 
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surveys in the future should this method work. To show statistical relevance, we chose a 
working sample body of at least 200 meteorite spectra. All samples used were particulates of 
the bulk mineralogy to avoid skewing the spectral shift to be analyzed. Additionally, this 
selection ensures that the spectral sample will reflect more realistically what is likely to be seen 
on the surface of a given asteroid due to bombardment processes. 
Data Analysis Method 
Using data from the RELAB and the PDS data sets, the analysis and data handling has 
been done utilizing Microsoft Excel to survey more than 200 OCs to denote spectral variations 
statistically within the visible peak feature (0.6-1.0 microns) of the H-, L- and LL-Chondrites 
relative to each other. The majority of the work done prior to analysis was focused on sorting 
the meteorite data sets such that minimal outliers would be included in the working data set 
for this study, thus only samples were selected which were Ordinary Chondrite bulk 
compositions and pulverized to grain sizes less than 250 microns. Analysis then required direct 
access of files and a significant amount of data entry along with using MS Excel to graphically 
represent the data which produce the inferences for the conclusions. Statistical analyses have 
also been applied to illustrate certainty of statistical differentiation utilizing the program 
Minitab17. Minitab17 is a versatile graphical program that also provided the explanations of 
statistical material (language, variable definitions, report functions and applications), which led 
to the selection of reports for analysis within this survey (Minitab Inc 2014). The statistical 
reports generated include: D-Plot, Individual Value Plot, Probability Plot of 95% CI, Empirical 
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CDF chart of Normal Distribution, Histogram with fit of Normal Distribution, Anderson-Darling 
Normality Test, and One-Way ANOVA test. 
Potential Errors 
While the RELAB database is an excellent source of data, there is a lack of information 
available for the data on hand with regard to the type (make, model, year, attachments, type of 
light, particle size detail, etc) of equipment on which the samples were processed. This does not 
appear to have had any effect on the sample quality. Multiple files exist from different 
individuals collecting spectral data on a given meteorite, yet the files will show different spectra 
which will be discussed in the Analysis section. In the case of multiple discordant spectra for a 
single meteorite, all were retained due to a lack of certainty as to which was the more accurate 
spectra. Some files looked as if the variations were due to particle size and weathering 
variations due to slope reddening or deepening of the features. Sometimes the end user noted 
whether they were using chips, ground samples or thin sections. However this is not the norm. 
When samples of the same size, format and meteorite do not correlate, some end users had 
noted if they were sampling metal, chondrules, light materials or dark materials. Another 
problem noted was that one must infer which equipment and attachments were used for the 
analysis based on the spectral range as this is not noted in the majority of the RELAB databases. 
It is also plausible, yet unlikely, that some variations noted in the RELAB spectra is due to 
variations of equipment usage by the individual, heterogeneity within the original sample, 
variations in storage conditions and time for a sample, and the potential of mislabeled files. In 
order to limit the errors, I’ve consistently checked my work and corrected any errors noted as 
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well as utilizing the help and assistant functions within the Minitab17 program to accurately 
select variables and reports for statistical analysis of the meteorite data sets. These potential 









To be statistically relevant and representational of the Ordinary Chondrite data sets, a 
sample set between 200 and 300 samples was necessary with a minimum of 15 samples per OC 
type such that MINITAB17 could accurately perform statistical analysis. To verify that the 
databases housed this many samples, a rough sort showed 260 samples represented by: 79 H-
Chondrites, 129 L-Chondrites, and 52 LL-Chondrites. This initial sort included slabs, thin 
sections, duplicate samples by different users, and selective materials sampling (chondrules, 
metallic phases, inclusions, fusion crust, etc). The sampling of the OC types between the RELAB 
and Gaffey data sets is not representational of the fall and find catalogues, in that H chondrites 
are under sampled while L and LL chondrites are over sampled. The original fall and find data 
through 1997 showed that the OC meteorite catalogues were 50% H-Chondrites, 7% LL-
Chondrites and 43% L-Chondrites (McSween 1999). The sampling between RELAB and Gaffey’s 
data sets show the OCs were sampled such that they were represented as: 50% L-Chondrites, 
30% H-Chondrites, and 20% LL-Chondrites. The over sampling may have been due to lack of 
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access to meteorite samples for sampling. After removing all samples that were not 
representational of bulk composition or ground samples smaller than 250 microns, the 
following relationship showed a net of 224 samples represented by: 65 H-Chondrites, 110 L-
Chondrites, and 49 LL-Chondrites, which slightly shifted the sampling percentages to: 29% H-
Chondrites, 49% L-Chondrites and 22% LL-Chondrites. It should be noted that duplicate files by 
different users have been retained due to spectral differences that appear. These duplicate files 
represent 35 meteorites, thus the data set contains 224 samples of 182 Ordinary Chondrites. 
The population of meteorites represented is 37 LL-Chondrites, 89 L-Chondrites, and 56 H-
Chondrites. 
As a starting place, average spectral albedo reflectance spectra were generated using 
the 224 samples from the meteorite data sets, seen below in Figure 1. The spectra has been 
sampled roughly every 0.01 micron for the average spectra and 0.01-0.005 microns within the 
data sets. The albedo has not been normalized to 1 at a given wavelength, instead the decimal 
value on the y-axis represents the ratio of reflected light to the original light albedo. The 
problem that appears is that the peak feature for both the H-Chondrites and LL-Chondrites 
nearly match in both albedo and peak position, while the L-Chondrites nearly match the peak 
position. It is not until the Band I and Band II are taken into account that the spectral 
differences appear. The spectrum between 0.6 and 0.8 microns shows minor differences in 
shape and slope which poses a question to the potential in generating a characterization 




Figure 1 – Average Spectra for Ordinary Chondrites. An average spectrum was generated for 
each compositional type based on the dataset of 224 samples. The peak positions and Band I 
minima were selected after generating a 2-period average of each spectra for a polynomial fit 
within MS Excel. Average peak positions fall between 0.72-0.73 microns for all three OC types, 
L- (green) type at 0.73 microns and H- (blue) and LL- (red) types at 0.72 microns. Both H- and LL- 
types also share similar peak feature albedo with greater variability in the spectra noise than L-
types. Band I minima in microns are as follow: H- 0.92, LL- 0.96, and L- 0.93. Variability for 
characterization would suggest that with Band I, only LL-Chondrites would have a significant 
difference in the Band I compared to the other OC types. With both the Band I and Band II 
features, good characterization can be performed with fair certainty to composition and type of 
Ordinary Chondrite, without these, the Band I feature is necessary, and without this, current 
methods prevent good characterization with any significant confidence.  
Since Figure 1 (above) focused on the average spectra, determining whether differences 
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relationship of the peak position using polynomial fit of the individual meteorite sample 
spectra. After determining the spatial relationships of the OCs, the majority of sample peak 
positions fell between 0.67 and 0.78 microns with albedo falling generally between 0.10 and 
0.40, which showed significant overlap between the OC types as shown below in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2 – Ordinary Chondrite Peak Wavelength Distribution. Using the 2-period moving 
average polynomial fit of spectral data for each sample, the peak position between the charge 
transfer and Band I feature (0.6-1.0 microns) was isolated with regards to albedo and 
wavelength at the maximum. Plotting each of the peak positions while retaining Ordinary 
Chondrite type allowed for visual inspection of peak wavelength distribution as a data set with 
respect to type associations, this has allowed for spatial relationships to be illustrated. There is 
significant overlap in the peak positions; however the majority of these samples fall between 
0.67 and 0.78 microns for peak positions and the albedo generally fall between 0.10 and 0.40. 
More weathered materials have lower albedo due to iron oxides interfering with the 
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Statistical Analysis of Ordinary Chondrites by Compositional Type 
In the attempt to draw more from the distribution of data points from Figure 2 (above), 
the data for the peak wavelength positions were transferred into Minitab for statistical analysis. 
The first step was to run a normality test as seen in Figure 3 on the data set; the Anderson-
Darling Normality Test was selected to determine whether there is normal distribution within 
the data set as this normality test has higher sensitivity to the outer quartiles, which is 
important due to variations in sample body size, with regard to outliers than other normality 
tests. The normality test generated a P-Value less than 0.005 and an A2 value of 1.91 showing 
that the data set for the OCs are non-normal. However, as the P-value is less than 0.05, the set 
passes the hypothesis test asking whether the values plotted are related in the distribution 
matrix. Thus they are statistically relevant. A CI of 95% shows an interval for mean of the peak 
feature to be between 0.717 and 0.723 microns with a slight skew to the shorter wavelengths 
with moderate kurtosis (peakedness). This result shows that there is a leptokurtic form (peaks 
near the sample mean) weighted to shorter wavelengths in the peak positions. Thus the curve 
does not fit the Gaussian model (symmetrical bell curve with even distribution) and is non-
normal as described by the P-value, but the data do allow for transformations to be performed, 





Figure 3 – Summary Report for Ordinary Chondrite Peak Wavelength Position. Anderson-
Darling Normality Test was utilized via Minitab17 to determine if normality exists in the data set 
as a whole along with basic statistical data such as mean, median, standard deviation, variance, 
P-value, A2, skewness and kurtosis. Confidence Interval of 95% was used for statistical relevance 
to the sample set. Anderson-Darling Normality Test was selected due to the weight given to the 
outer quartiles and general sensitivity to the set. Since P-value is <0.005, sample can be 
considered non-normal (where the mean and median are offset, thus the limbs have uneven 
distribution), however as the sample is <0.05 the data set passes the hypothesis test that the 
data set correlates and may be considered parametric (treated as a normal distribution). With a 
95% CI, the mean falls 0.71650-0.72344 microns with the sample mean at 0.71997 microns. 
Skewness, weight about the normality bell curve, shows a shift to the shorter wavelengths by -
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0.22909. The kurtosis shows a value of 1.43193, thus leptokurtic in form (peaks in central 
region). The skewness and kurtosis show the data set to be non-normal (Minitab Inc 2014). 
The next step was to use a dot plot to visually show the number of observed instances 
at a given peak wavelength position as a function of the Ordinary Chondrite type. This is shown 
below as seen in Figure 4 which still shows significant overlap in peak positions. However shifts 
appear to present with the H-Chondrites to the longer wavelengths and the LL-Chondrites to 
shorter wavelengths. It may be possible that these shifts are due to the smaller sample sizes, 
but it is most likely due to the mafic and metallic compositional differences between the two 
types of Ordinary Chondrites. According to Minitab17, as long as a minimum of 15 samples are 
within the individual sample set, the calculated spectral shifts should be statistically relevant 
(Minitab Inc 2014). Further analysis should illustrate the variations and significance for each 
sample set. 
 
Figure 4 – Dot plot of Ordinary Chondrites. Simplistic view of the peak wavelength positions 
(0.6-1.0 microns) of the data set with a count of the number of samples at a given wavelength 
with reference to their type illustrate the variation and breadth of coverage by each of the 
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Ordinary Chondrite types. Each dot represents up to two samples as the primary purpose of this 
plot is to gain a simplistic overview of the peak positions within the survey data set. A note on 
hand does show that the H-Chondrites and LL-Chondrites are much more constrained than 
those of the L-Chondrites, and all sets appear to have outliers (Minitab Inc 2014). 
Once observing the potential difference noted in the dot plot in Figure 4, a normal 
distribution comparison was generated as Figure 5 (left) below. This distribution compares the 
OC types next to each other and represents the non-normal distribution from Figure 3. What is 
illustrated here shows the apparent separation between the mean peak positions for each of 
the OC types, however the standard deviation from these mean peak positions make it possible 
that the relationships seen are not truly present, as seen in the CDF plot in Figure 5 (right), thus 
further analysis is needed. 
 
Figure 5 – Histogram & CDF Plot of Ordinary Chondrite Peak Wavelength Positions. (Left) 
Histogram of Ordinary Chondrite Peak Wavelength Positions. This histogram represents that of 
Figure 3’s histogram split up into the values from each subset of ordinary chondrite 
compositional type. Each curve fits the respective data set: blue for L-Chondrites, red for H-
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Chondrites, and green for LL-Chondrites. Standard deviation and mean have been generated for 
each data set. The curves illustrate the general relationship between the Ordinary Chondrites in 
that generally the LL-Chondrites have a shorter wavelength than the L-Chondrites which have 
shorter wavelength than the H-Chondrites. Kurtosis is highest with the H-Chondrites due to 
non-normal distribution and high density of data points in a small region as opposed to L-
Chondrites which have non-normal distribution and a low relative density of data points over a 
large region. (Right) CDF Plot of OC types. CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) plot 
illustrates the relationship between the OC types and the percent chance (y-axis) a random 
sample will be found along the projection line. This illustrates that at a given wavelength, the 
likelihood of finding a specific sample type at that position increases or decreases. Thus at 0.73 
microns, there is an 80% chance of the sample belonging to the L-Chondrites and about 55% 
chance of the sample belonging to either H- or LL-types (Minitab Inc 2014). 
If one generates a standard error of the mean in which a ratio of the standard deviation 
to the number of samples is taken, then the OC types begin to differentiate when utilizing the 
data from Figure 5 (left). L-Chondrites have a standard error of 0.00288, H-Chondrites have a 
standard error of 0.00223, and LL-Chondrites have a standard error of 0.00344. The difference 
in the mean peak positions with regard to the standard error of the mean shows that the data 
sets are different from each other. Further analysis is necessary to determine if the difference is 
enough to say that they are statistically different. 
When observing the histogram for the distribution of peak positions, there are 
numerous outliers upon visual inspection. In Figure 4, when comparing the histograms (left) 
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and the variation from the mean within one standard deviation (right), only five outliers are 
found. This is important as it means that the majority of the samples are statistically relevant to 
the data set and observational errors should (an inference) be less problematic for the 
conclusions determined within this study. 
 
Figure 6 - ANOVA One-Way Diagnostic Report OC Type Histogram & Outliers test. (Left) 
Compositional Type Histograms. Compositional type histograms showing peak positions with 
the x-axis units in microns. (Right) Outliers Test Plot. This plot illustrates the distribution of 
individual data points with the y-axis as the peak position in microns with no x-axis and the 
dashed line representing the compositional type's dataset mean. Points >1 standard deviation 
have been marked as outliers in red.  It should be noted that the files are organized by type, 
metamorphic grade, and then in alphanumeric order for their file numbers. The aim of the plot 
is only to identify outliers within the compositional type data sets. 
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In order to verify the statistical relevance between the OC types as seen through the 
non-normal parametric distribution as discussed in Figure 5 (left), an ANOVA One-Way report 
was processed as seen in the Figure 7. According to the ANOVA report, there is a 90% chance to 
detect variations in the mean wavelength peak position while maintaining statistical relevance 
with a difference of ±0.016 microns and a 60% chance with ±0.011 microns.  
 
Figure 7 – One-Way ANOVA Power Report for Ordinary Chondrite Peak Positions. This report 
demonstrates the various probabilities that one can detect variations from the sample means 
with a 95% CI. As the ‘power is a function of sample size and standard deviation’, this set is 
really only able to moderately track differences from the sample means with power between 
80% and 98.2% which will limit differentiation (Minitab Inc 2014).  
Although being able to detect variations while maintaining statistical relevance is 
important, it does not specify that the overlap regions in peak position are distinguishable. The 
ANOVA report generated also produced a σ2 relevance summary as seen in Figure 8. Ultimately 
with a 95% CI, the σ2 relevance summary, represented by the Means Comparison Chart, shows 
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that between the three types of Ordinary Chondrite, only the LL-Chondrites are significantly 
different from the others as a set (Minitab Inc 2014). The shorter wavelength L-Chondrites may 
be possible to distinguish from the longer wavelength H-Chondrites, but interpretation would 
be open to the observer. 
 
Figure 8 – One-Way ANOVA Summary Report for Ordinary Chondrite Peak Positions. 
Continuing the analysis from Figure 6, confidence in the difference between means has shown 
that the means differ with significance (P<0.05). When looking at which means differ between 
the Ordinary Chondrite types, via the σ2 Means Comparison Chart which compares the standard 
error of the mean with the sample set mean, one can see that the means for both the H- and L-
Chondrites overlap quite a bit, while the mean for the LL-Chondrites does not overlap those of 
the others, thus the LL-Chondrites are statistically different from the H- and L-Chondrites with 
regard to peak position (Minitab Inc 2014). 
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Peak Position to Band I Ratio 
To further characterize and distinguish the Ordinary Chondrite types within the 1 micron 
range, the idea of using a ratio similar to Band Area Ratio (BAR) came about. This calibration 
should work when utilizing both the Band I minimum and peak position, thus it would prove of 
use for application to the small bodies’ surveys which contain the Band I minimum. Some of the 
small bodies' survey samples do have spectra which extend to 0.9 microns, so it is possible that 
expanding the calibration metric to include the Band I minimum will allow more precise 
characterization of those samples with the Band I minimum present. A spatial correlation 
between the peak positions and the Band I minimum positions were generated to view 
potential relationship associated with both features in Figure 9. Two visually distinct areas of 
interest are found. The shorter the peak wavelength, the longer the Band I feature is presented, 
and the longer the peak feature, the shorter the Band I feature is presented. These 




Figure 9 – Ordinary Chondrite Band I v Peak Position Features. Distribution of peak position 
feature and Band I minimum features plotted here show an interesting relationship; when peak 
position is a shorter wavelength, the correlating Band I feature is a longer wavelength relative 
to the data set and this appears to hold true vice versa. 
Upon inspection, the most statistically significant type (LL-Chondrites) for peak position 
characterization has the most disbursed pattern for the Band I minimum position while both 
the H- and L-Chondrites have more constrained Band I minimums. After having ascertained the 
breadth of the peak positions as compared to the Band I features, correlating how the two 
features interact was necessary. A primary assumption for this survey was that the peak 
position can be related to the compositional shifts seen in the Band I feature. With this 
assumption, the systematic shift in the peak position appears to be a valid assumption referring 
to at least the LL-Chondrites. And now with the Band I for longer wavelength peak positions 
correlating to a shorter wavelength minimum, a relationship between the peak position and the 
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presented in the appendix, proved chaotic in that the spread and trend of the three OC 
compositional types were overlapping significantly yet the H-types began to group more tightly. 
As the grouping became more structured (while ill defined) on a Band I to peak position plot, 
and led to the concept of using a ratio relating back to the Band I similar to the Band Area Ratio 
came about. As seen below in Figure 10, if one generates a ratio of the Peak Position to the 
Band I minimum on the x-axis (noted as D/B in charts) and the Band I minimum on the y-axis, an 
interesting feature emerges. The H-Chondrites cluster into a much tighter group, while the LL- 
and L-Chondrites plot along general trend lines. The H- and L- Chondrites have very similar 
trends, while as expected the LL-Chondrites are very much set apart on their trend.  
 
Figure 10 – Ordinary Chondrite Peak Features to Band I ratio v Band I. Here this plot illustrates 
the relationship between Ordinary Chondrite compositional types, Peak Position to Band I ratio 
and Band I minimum. Band I minimum is a well-developed characterization method, thus 
comparing the similarity of the two positions to the Band I such that distinguishing 
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noted relationship that the LL-Chondrites are divergent from the L-Chondrites and H-
Chondrites. The new feature that presents is the tight grouping seen in the H-Chondrites. 
While this grouping noted of the H-Chondrites above is very interesting as seen in Figure 
10, the statistical significance is still in question. Thus an ANOVA One-Way report, Figure 11, 
was run for the set using the Peak Position to Band I ratios. The result suggests that with a 95% 
CI a difference can be detected with 90% certainty at ±0.027 and with 60% certainty at ±0.019 
from the sample mean. 
 
Figure 11 – One-Way ANOVA Power Report for Ordinary Chondrite Peak Position to Band I 
Ratio. Peak position to Band I ratio (noted as D/B) is tested for degree of difference able to be 
detected with a 95% CI and removal of sample outliers. Anything greater than 80% power will 
produce detectable differentiation in the set. 
While the ability to detect differences from the sample mean is helpful as seen in Figure 
10, determining whether there is significance to the differences seen using the σ2 report, Figure 
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12, via the Means Comparison Chart, will determine whether the Peak Position to Band I ratio is 
relevant. As the figure below indicates, each of the different types of Ordinary Chondrites is 
statistically differentiated from the others when using the Peak Feature to Band I ratio.  
 
Figure 12 – One-Way ANOVA Summary Report for Ordinary Chondrite Peak Position to Band I 
Ratio. Completing the difference summary from Figure 10, with a 95% CI (0.05 significance 
level) H-, L- and LL-Chondrites are statistically different from each other when utilizing the Peak 
Position to Band I ratio (noted as D/B). 
The purpose of this study was to attempt to utilize the small bodies’ surveys which 
generally are missing 0.90 microns beyond. Thus using the Peak Position to Band I ratio will be 
of little use without spectra to 1.3-1.5 microns, unless its relevance can be shown to relate back 





Figure 13 – Contour Plot of Ordinary Chondrite Peak Position to Band I ratio v Band I v Peak 
Position. This contour plot illustrates the relationship between Band I and Peak Position when 
comparing the Peak Position to Band I ratios (D/B) shows that the greatest difference in the D/B 
ratio has the lower wavelength Peak Positions and a wide range to the Band I. 
With the contour plot, correlating a link between the peak position and the Band I 
becomes to some extent obscured. Inspection does show a slight relationship between Band I 
and Peak Position when referencing the ratio of the two (Peak Position/Band I) in that the 
greater the difference between peak position and Band I, the more likely it becomes that the 
peak position is less than 0.70 microns with a Band I position greater than 0.90 microns. 
Recalling both Figures 5 (left) and 7, this difference accounts for a small portion of the sample 
body and lies just outside the LL-Chondrites sample mean (0.70965 microns) for the peak 
position. Once again the only information distinguishable is that the LL-Chondrites are the only 
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statistically significant type of OC with a peak position shift that can be distinguished from the 
others without the Band I feature.  
Statistical Analysis of Ordinary Chondrite By Metamorphic Type 
In an attempt to better understand the relationships between the different OC types 
and metamorphic grade, additional work was performed sorting and analyzing these 
relationships as associated to the peak position. After the final sorting process, 65 H-Chondrites 
remained for this study’s data set, represented by: 6 H-3 samples, 15 H-4 samples, 27 H-5 
samples, and 14 H-6 samples. The largest data set of meteorites was those of the L-Chondrites 
with a net of 110 samples, represented by: 11 L-3 samples, 16 L-4 samples, 30 L-5 samples, and 
50 L-6 samples. The smallest data set ended up being that of the 49 LL-Chondrites, represented 
by: 4 LL-3 samples, 8 LL-4 samples, 13 LL-5 samples, and 21 LL-6 samples. The following three 
Figures 14, 15 & 16 show the individual sample properties based on their compositional type 
and metamorphic grade type, essentially the result of splitting the Figure 2, which illustrated 
the peak wavelength positions for the OCs based on their main types, into separate plots with 




Figure 14 – LL-Type Ordinary Chondrite Peak Position Distribution. Spatial distribution of 
sample set LL-Chondrite population with respect to metamorphic grade type. General fit 
constrains population between 0.68 and 0.74 microns. 
 
Figure 15 – L-Type Ordinary Chondrite Peak Position Distribution. Spatial distribution of 
sample set L-Chondrite population with respect to metamorphic grade type. General fit 
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Figure 16 – H-Type Ordinary Chondrite Peak Position Distribution. Spatial distribution of 
sample set H-Chondrite population with respect to metamorphic grade type. General fit 
constrains population between 0.70 and 0.75 microns. 
The general trend seen is that the H- and LL-Chondrites are in relatively tight groupings, 
while the L-Chondrites have a fair amount of breadth as previously discussed. Not previously 
discussed were the relationships seen in the metamorphic grade with relation to the peak 
position. With a visual inspection, it would appear that the peak wavelength position is shifting 
to shorter wavelengths as metamorphism is increasing. However there is a lot of overlap and 
several outliers with each set. The plots from Figures 14, 15 & 16 above are not statistically 
referenced. Using the above information with respect to standard deviation for each 
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Figure 17 – Ordinary Chondrite Metamorphic Correlations. Average peak positions and 
standard deviation were generated for each sample set (H-, L- and LL-) with regard to 
metamorphic grade (3-6). Linear trendlines and standard error bars were applied based on 
Ordinary Chondrite type. The resulting trend observed is that as metamorphic alteration 
increases, the peak position shifts to lower wavelengths for all types of Ordinary Chondrites. 
The steepest trendline belongs to that of the LL-Chondrites. 
The Figure 17 above confirms that when looking at the average peak position for each 
type and metamorphic grade (see average wavelength for metamorphic types in Appendix), a 
correlation using standard error and linear trends, show that with increasing metamorphism, 
the peak feature shifts to shorter wavelengths. This trend is followed by H-, L- and LL-
Chondrites. However the peak position shift with metamorphic grade is much more 
pronounced in the LL-Chondrites. Statistical relevance between metamorphic grade and type 




































significant overlap in peak position values overall with regards to metamorphic grade. These 
reports will be found in the appendix. 
Errors in Multiple Spectral Samples 
Early on in this investigation, there were apparent inconsistencies found within the 
databases. While a primary concern was lack of notation as to the format of the sample (chip, 
particulate, slab, thin section, etc), many of these samples were notated elsewhere as to the 
form they took. For instance, Dr Gaffey's dataset was done in the form of particulates which 
wasn't notated in neither the RELAB nor PDS databases. Aside from the missing information 
regarding the sample's format, it appeared as though a few users led to the spectral anomalies 
seen when multiple samples were taken, however this was unfounded after further inspection 
of other data produced by the same user and comparing the 35 meteorites that have multiple 
spectra taken. Therefore the initial conclusion as to discrepancies due to specific end users has 
been disproved. As to the discrepancies seen, the figures below, Figures 18-21, represent the 




Figure 18 - H4 Monroe. Spectral variations appear to nearly identical with the charge transfer 
and peak features having slight variations resulting in an overall higher albedo in one sample as 
compared to the other. The peak feature shifts from 0.745 microns in C1MH07 to 0.740 
microns in C1OC05C. The Band I center for both spectra remains unchanged at 0.920 microns. 
This may be explained if very subtle variations in the bulk composition sampling occurred or the 
incident light for each sample slightly different. These features are inconsistent with the 
observed relationship seen in longer wavelength peak features having a corresponding shorter 


















Figure 19 - LL6 Cherokee Springs. Peak positions and Band I features are shifted for both 
samples with C1TB90 having a Band I of 0.940 microns and a peak feature of 0.710 microns 
while C1OC01C has a Band I of 0.960 microns and a peak feature of 0.680 microns. This is 
consistent with the relationship seen in longer wavelength peak features having a 
corresponding shorter wavelength Band I minimum when comparing to the samples with 
shorter peak position wavelengths and corresponding longer wavelength Band I minima. These 
spectral variations appear to be due to grain size and bulk composition variations between the 
two samples. Larger grain size tends to deepen the absorption features as seen in C1OC01C and 




















Figure 20 - L6 Vouille. Peak position and Band I features vary between the two samples where 
C1TB86 has a peak feature of 0.720 microns and 0.930 microns for Band I and CGM181 has a 
peak feature of 0.712 micron and a Band I of 0.981 microns. Spectral variations appear to be 
from variation in observing angle and composition as the pyroxene features are present in both 
samples yet subdued slightly in C1TB86. However the peak feature and Band I are lengthened 
or shortened with some minor variation to the albedo. These differences could also be due to 
minor bulk composition sampling variations. The variations in peak feature to Band I minimum 
is consistent with the relationship seen where longer wavelength peak features tend to have a 





















Figure 21 - L5 Ausson. Spectral variations from two different samplings suggest differential 
composition sampling. C1MT84 has a 0.730 micron peak feature with a 0.920 Band I, while 
CGN073 has a 0.702 micron peak feature with a 0.930 micron Band I. This is consistent with the 
relationship seen in longer wavelength peak features having a corresponding shorter 

























Importance of Study 
This study may prove a useful tool for confirming and constraining probable parent 
bodies for the Ordinary Chondrites. As previously stated OCs represent approximately 75% of 
all meteorite falls, yet we know very little about their source. Locating the parent bodies for the 
three types of OC will help fill in the map and timeline of the early solar system. This 
characterization metric will allow us to utilize the small asteroid surveys which account for 2500 
asteroids that sample spectra to 1 micron. In the past, using these databases has been 
problematic due to the lack of the Band I and Band II features. Since this characterization 
method is dependent on the peak position between 0.6-1.0 microns, these databases should be 
accessible for a relatively quick search for potential family members to the OCs. Now it should 
be noted that the LL-Chondrites are the only Ordinary Chondrites identified in this study that 
are able to be statistically identified without the Band I minimum. However surveys utilizing 




Future Research Potential 
While this research shows the promise of an elimination parameter to identify potential 
parent bodies for the LL-Chondrites, the method needs to be analyzed for robustness using the 
small bodies’ surveys, potentially branching out to additional surveys that expand to 1.5 
microns such that potential bodies for all three Ordinary Chondrites can be sought. Overlap in 
the 0.6-1.0 micron peak feature for the different types of OC leave room for improvement. To 
do this, the method should be used on well observed bodies with the full spectra along with 
those within the small body surveys. Anomalies in the meteorite databases should be 
addressed as well to isolate variations in the spectrum for a single meteorite sample when 
multiple spectra exist by different users. By this, I suggest collecting multiple spectral samples 
of the same meteorite using the same methods to generate an average spectra for that 







Ordinary Chondrite Compositional Types 
Meteorite samples as described within the report comparing body data set populations 
of Ordinary Chondrites within RELAB & PDS to that of the fall data (H. McSween 1999). 
 
H-Chondrite Samples Used for Study 
Meteorite samples listed as blue if there was a set of 3 samples or purple if there was a 
pair of samples from the same meteorite. Band I and Peak positions are recorded in microns. 
Blank positions in the Band I column show an indistinguishable or non-present Band I minimum. 
Type Peak Band I Sample Name 
H3 0.725 0.940 DTB.MB.030 CEMB30 Acfer 111  
H3 0.735 0.920 JNG.DP.011 BKR1DP011 Dhajala 
H3 0.750 0.900 TJM.TB.091 C1TB91 Dhajala 
H3 0.725 0.930 TXH.OC.020 C1OC20C Dhajala 
H3 0.760 0.920 TJM.TB.124 BKR1TB124 Suwahib (Buwah) 
H3 0.760 0.930 MJG.MR.039 CGN027 Tieschitz  
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H4 0.730 0.920 TJM.TB.066 C1TB66 Avanhandava 
H4 0.720 0.910 TXH.OC.021 C1OC21C Burnwell 
H4 0.750 0.930 JNG.DP.018 BKR1DP018 Dimmitt  
H4 0.710 0.930 TJM.TB.128 BKR1TB128 Farmville 
H4 0.730 0.940 TJM.TB.093 C1TB93 Forest Vale 
H4 0.675 0.930 MJG.MR.040 CGN029 Gruneberg  
H4 0.720 0.920 TJM.TB.136 BKR1TB136 Kabo 
H4 0.740 0.920 TJM.TB.078 C1TB78 Marilia 
H4 0.745 0.920 CMP.MH.007 C1MH07 Monroe 
H4 0.740 0.920 TXH.OC.005 C1OC05C Monroe 
H4 0.712 0.920 MJG.MR.027 CGN031 Ochansk  
H4 0.730 0.920 TXH.OC.008 C1OC08C Ochansk  
H4 0.670 0.981 MJG.MR.042 CGN059 Quenggouk  
H4 0.740 0.920 TJM.TB.082 C1TB82 Sao Jose do Rio Preto 
H4 0.740 0.920 TJM.TB.083 C1TB83 Schenectady 
H4 0.725 0.920 CMP.MH.008 C1MH08 Weston 
H5 0.730 0.910 TJM.TB.104 C1TB104 Allegan 
H5 0.720 0.920 TJM.TB.125 BKR1TB125 Allegan 
H5 0.707 0.920 MJG.MR.028 CGN033 Allegan  
H5 0.744 0.920 MJG.MR.036 CGN055 Barwise  
H5 0.720 0.930 CMP.MH.004 CBMH04 Cangas De Onis 
H5 0.707 0.930 MJG.MR.029 CGN035 Castalia 
H5 0.740 0.910 TJM.TB.071 C1TB71 Chela 
H5 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.132 BKR1TB132 Chiang Khan 
H5 0.718 0.920 MJG.MR.030 CGN037 Collescipoli 
H5 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.074 C1TB74 Ehole 
H5 0.710 0.940 TXH.OC.006 C1OC06C Ehole 
H5 0.730 0.930 PHS.PS.097 C1PS97 El Hammami 
H5 0.723 0.920 MJG.MR.031 CGN039 Forest City  
H5 0.750 0.920 JNG.DP.014 BKR1DP014 Hugoton 
H5 0.740 0.920 TJM.TB.097 C1TB97 Itapicuru-Mirim 
H5 0.745 0.920 CMP.MB.014 C1MB14 Leighton 
H5 0.730 0.930 TJM.TB.129 BKR1TB129 Lost City 
H5 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.108 C1TB108 Magombedze 
H5 0.750 0.940 FPF.MH.053 CIMH53 Nuevo Mercurio 
H5 0.712 0.930 MJG.MR.075 CGN147 Olmedilla de Alarcon 
H5 0.730 0.930 TXH.OC.019 C1OC19C Olmedilla de Alarcon 
H5 0.707 0.910 MJG.MR.032 CGN041 Pantar 
H5 0.730 0.930 TJM.TB.143 BKR1TB143 Pribram 
H5 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.120 BKR1TB120 Pulsora 
H5 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.123 BKR1TB123 Sitathali 
H5 0.740 0.940 TJM.TB.085 C1TB85 Uberaba 
H5 0.700 0.920 CMP.MH.006 C1MH06 Ucera  
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H5 0.702 0.920 MJG.MR.041 CGN057 Zhovtnevyi 
H6 0.720 0.910 TJM.TB.088 C1TB88 Andura 
H6 0.740 0.920 TJM.TB.069 C1TB69 Butsura 
H6 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.131 BKR1TB131 Canon City 
H6 0.730 0.940 TJM.TB.073 C1TB73 Dwaleni 
H6 0.700 0.930 TJM.TB.094 C1TB94 Guarena 
H6 0.740 0.920 TJM.TB.135 BKR1TB135 Ipiranga 
H6 0.710 0.930 JNG.DP.013 BKR1DP013 Kernouve 
H6 0.702 0.940 MJG.MR.033 CGN043 Lancon 
H6 0.723 0.930 MJG.MR.034 CGN047 Nanjemoy 
H6 0.710 0.930 DTB.MB.048 C1MB48 Noblesville  
H6 0.720 0.930 CMP.MB.009 C1MB09 Nullas 
H6 0.715 0.930 TXH.OC.018 C1OC18C Nulles 
H6 0.765 0.940 FPF.MH.051 CAMH51 Ozona  
H6 0.715 0.930 DTB.MT.057 C1MT57 Portales Valley  
H6 0.718 0.920 MJG.MR.035 CGN053 Queen's Mercy  
56 Meteorites, 65 Samples 
LL-Chondrites Used for this Study 
Meteorite samples listed as blue if there was a set of 3 samples or purple if there was a 
pair of samples from the same meteorite. Band I and Peak positions are recorded in microns. 
Blank positions in the Band I column show an indistinguishable or non-present Band I minimum. 
Type Peak Band I Sample Name 
LL3 0.710 0.940 TJM.TB.089 C1TB89 Bishunpur 
LL3 0.750 0.910 MJG.MR.067 CGN123 Chainpur 
LL3 0.740 0.940 CMP.RS.063 CBRS63 Krymka 
LL3 0.739 0.940 MJG.MR.068 CGN125 Parnallee  
LL4 0.730 0.960 HYM.MT.083 C1MT83 Benares (a) 
LL4 0.720 0.950 TJM.TB.075 C1TB75 Greenwell Springs 
LL4 0.730 0.930 HYM.MT.075 C1MT75 Hamlet 
LL4 0.734 0.900 MJG.MR.069 CGN131 Hamlet 
LL4 0.730 0.940 TXH.OC.002 C1OC02C Hamlet 
LL4 0.750 0.930 MJG.MR.070 CGN133 Soko-Banja 
LL4 0.715 0.980 TXH.OC.017 C1OC17C Soko-Banja 
LL4 0.740 0.940 HYM.MT.076 C1MT76 Witsand Farm 
LL4 0.695 0.930 TXH.MB.086 CAMB86 Y-74442 
LL5 0.730 0.930 HYM.MT.077 C1MT77 Aldsworth 
LL5 0.710 0.950 HYM.MT.078 C1MT78 Alta'ameem 
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LL5 0.680 0.980 TXH.OC.010 C1OC10C Alta'ameem 
LL5 0.720 0.940 SXS.OC.024 C1OC24D NWA1584 
LL5 0.720 0.960 SXS.OC.026 C1OC26D NWA1799 
LL5 0.735 0.940 SXS.OC.025 C1OC25D NWA438 
LL5 0.710 0.990 HYM.MT.085 C1MT85 Olivenza 
LL5 0.707 0.991 MJG.MR.071 CGN139 Olivenza 
LL5 0.710   TXH.OC.009 C2OC09C Olivenza 
LL5 0.720 0.970 HYM.MT.079 C1MT79 Paragould  
LL5 0.760 0.900 MJG.MR.076 CGN153 Paragould  
LL5 0.645 0.960 TXH.OC.007 C1OC07C Paragould  
LL5 0.720 1.030 HYM.MT.080 C1MT80 Tuxtuac 
LL5 0.720 0.970 JNG.DP.007 BKR1DP007 Tuxtuac 
LL6 0.695   TXH.MB.083 C1MB83 ALH84096 
LL6 0.680 1.000 CMP.MB.013 C1MB13 Appley Bridge  
LL6 0.675 0.990 TXH.OC.012 C1OC12C Appley Bridge  
LL6 0.675 1.010 TXH.OC.013 C1OC13C Athens 
LL6 0.700 0.980 TJM.TB.067 C1TB67 Bandong 
LL6 0.680 0.990 SXS.OC.022 C1OC22D Bensour 
LL6 0.715 0.960 TXH.MB.089 CBMB89 Bison  
LL6 0.710 0.940 TJM.TB.090 C1TB90 Cherokee Springs 
LL6 0.680 0.960 TXH.OC.001 C1OC01C Cherokee Springs 
LL6 0.685 1.020 TXH.OC.014 C1OC14C Chicora 
LL6 0.710 0.950 TXH.MB.090 CBMB90 Dhurmsala  
LL6 0.730 0.930 TJM.TB.092 C1TB92 Ensisheim 
LL6 0.712 0.970 MJG.MR.072 CGN141 Jelica 
LL6 0.690 0.990 TJM.TB.077 C1TB77 Karatu 
LL6 0.675 0.981 MJG.MR.073 CGN143 Manbhoom 
LL6 0.675 0.970 TXH.MB.091 CBMB91 Nas  
LL6 0.710 0.970 SXS.OC.023 C1OC23D NWA1948 
LL6 0.685 1.000 JNG.DP.015 BKR1DP015 Saint Severin 
LL6 0.700 0.950 TJM.TB.145 BKR1TB145 Saint Severin 
LL6 0.686 0.991 MJG.MR.074 CGN145 Vavilovka  
LL6 0.720 0.920 TXH.MB.084 CBMB84 Y-74191  
LL6 0.715 0.940 TXH.MB.085 CBMB85 Y-74646  
37 Meteorites, 50 Samples 
L-Chondrites Used for this Study 
Meteorite samples listed as blue if there was a set of 3 samples or purple if there was a 
pair of samples from the same meteorite. Band I and Peak positions are recorded in microns. 
Blank positions in the Band I column show an indistinguishable or non-present Band I minimum. 
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Type Peak Band I Sample Name 
L3 0.740 0.950 LAM.LM.016 C1LM16 ALHA77214 
L3 0.765 0.950 LAM.MP.002 C1MP02 ALHA77214 
L3 0.760   CMP.MB.005 C1MB05 Dimmit 
L3 0.760 0.940 TJM.TB.076 C1TB76 Hallingeberg 
L3 0.740 0.910 TJM.TB.095 C1TB95 Hedjaz 
L3 0.725 0.940 TXH.OC.016 C1OC16C Hedjaz 
L3 0.720 0.940 TJM.TB.138 BKR1TB138 Khohar 
L3 0.723 0.920 MJG.MR.043 CGN061 Mezo-Madaras 
L3 0.750 0.910 TJM.TB.079 C1TB79 Mezo-Madaras 
L3 0.715 0.920 TXH.OC.004 C1OC04C Mezo-Madaras 
L3 0.770 0.910 TJM.TB.080 C1TB80 Moorabie 
L4 0.750 0.900 TJM.TB.065 C1TB65 Atarra 
L4 0.740 0.920 TJM.TB.102 C1TB102 Bald Mountain 
L4 0.712 0.910 MJG.MR.044 CGN063 Bald Mountain  
L4 0.740 0.970 CMP.MH.002 C2MH02 Barratta 
L4 0.715 0.940 FPF.MP.027 C1MP27 Bjurbole 
L4 0.728 0.930 MJG.MR.045 CGN067 Cynthiana  
L4 0.720 0.940 TXH.OC.015 C1OC15B Cynthiana  
L4 0.740 0.920 CMP.MH.015 C1MH15 Goodland 
L4 0.655 0.930 CMP.MH.001 C2MH01 McKinney 
L4 0.740 0.920 JNG.DP.016 BKR1DP016 Mckinney 
L4 0.785 0.950 CMP.MH.017 C1MH17 McKinney II  
L4 0.730 0.920 TJM.TB.081 C1TB81 Rio Negro 
L4 0.755 0.930 CMP.MB.008 C1MB08 Rio Negro  
L4 0.720 0.920 TJM.TB.121 BKR1TB121 Rupota 
L4 0.740 0.920 CMP.MB.028 CBMB28 Saratov  
L4 0.734 0.920 MJG.MR.046 CGN071 Saratov  
L4 0.740 0.930 RPB.TB.017 C1TB17 Saratov  
L5 0.745 0.930 CMP.MB.004 C1MB04 Arapahoe 
L5 0.750 0.930 JNG.DP.017 BKR1DP017 Aribba 
L5 0.730 0.920 HYM.MT.084 C1MT84 Ausson 
L5 0.702 0.930 MJG.MR.047 CGN073 Ausson 
L5 0.760 0.910 HYM.MT.081 C1MT81 Blackwell 
L5 0.680 0.920 ATB.MA.041 C1MA41 CCH1 
L5 0.720 0.920 HYM.MT.082 C1MT82 Cilimus 
L5 0.690 0.940 CMP.MS.013 C1MS13 Elenovka 
L5 0.686 0.930 MJG.MR.066 CGN121 Elenovka 
L5 0.775 0.930 CMP.MH.005 C1MH05 Ergheo 
L5 0.740 0.940 CMP.MH.021 CAMH21 Ergheo 
L5 0.620 0.940 CMP.MH.003 C2MH03 Farmington 
L5 0.712 0.920 MJG.MR.077 CGN155 Farmington 
L5 0.685 0.940 CMP.MH.016 C1MH16 Farmington II  
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L5 0.720 0.920 TJM.TB.134 BKR1TB134 Guibga 
L5 0.728 0.940 MJG.MR.048 CGN075 Homestead  
L5 0.650 0.940 TJM.TB.096 C1TB96 Honolulu 
L5 0.734 0.940 MJG.MR.049 CGN077 Knyahina 
L5 0.725 0.960 CMP.MH.013 C1MH13 Lubbock  
L5 0.730 0.920 TJM.TB.107 C1TB107 Mabwe-Khoywa 
L5 0.740 0.910 TJM.TB.109 C1TB109 Malakal 
L5 0.730 0.920 TJM.TB.099 C1TB99 Messina 
L5 0.740 0.910 TJM.TB.111 C1TB111 Mirzapur 
L5 0.744 0.930 MJG.MR.078 CGN159 Sevrukovo  
L5 0.730 0.930 TJM.TB.122 BKR1TB122 Shelburne 
L5 0.712 0.940 MJG.MR.050 CGN079 Shelburne  
L5 0.780 0.930 CMP.MH.011 C1MH11 Tadjera  
L5 0.760 0.940 CMP.MH.012 C1MH12 Taiban 
L5 0.810   ATB.MA.052 BKR1MA052 Tsarev 
L5 0.800 1.010 ATB.MA.053 BKR1MA053 Tsarev 
L5 0.720 0.930 CMP.MB.001 P5MB01 Tsarev 
L6 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.063 C1TB63 Air 
L6 0.696 0.930 MJG.MR.051 CGN081 Alfianello 
L6 0.760 0.930 LAM.MP.001 C1MP01 ALH84005 
L6 0.696 0.930 MJG.MR.052 CGN083 Andover  
L6 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.064 C1TB64 Apt 
L6 0.649 0.960 MJG.MR.053 CGN085 Aumale 
L6 0.720 0.940 TJM.TB.101 C1TB101 Aumale 
L6 0.680 0.930 MJG.MR.054 CGN089 Bruderheim 
L6 0.691 0.940 MJG.MR.055 CGN091 Buschof  
L6 0.680 0.950 MJG.MR.056 CGN095 Cabezo de Mayo 
L6 0.740 0.920 TJM.TB.070 C1TB70 Chantonnay 
L6 0.705 0.940 TXH.OC.011 C1OC11C Chateau Renard 
L6 0.675 0.960 MJG.MR.057 CGN097 Colby (Wisconsin)  
L6 0.730 0.930 TJM.TB.133 BKR1TB133 Cranganore 
L6 0.720 0.940 TJM.TB.072 C1TB72 Denver 
L6 0.702 0.950 MJG.MR.058 CGN101 Drake Creek  
L6 0.702 0.940 MJG.MR.059 CGN103 Girgenti 
L6 0.710 0.930 TJM.TB.103 C1TB103 Girgenti 
L6 0.680 0.940 TXH.OC.003 C1OC03C Harleton 
L6 0.700 0.960 CMP.MI.009 C1MI09 Holbrook 
L6 0.720 0.920 TJM.TB.137 BKR1TB137 Karkh 
L6 0.700 0.940 TJM.TB.139 BKR1TB139 Kunashak 
L6 0.730 0.930 TJM.TB.098 C1TB98 Kuttippuram 
L6 0.720 0.940 TJM.TB.140 BKR1TB140 Kyushu 
L6 0.730 0.930 FPF.MH.050 CCMH50 La Criolla 
L6 0.680 0.960 TJM.TB.100 C1TB100 La Criolla 
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L6 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.141 BKR1TB141 L'Aigle 
L6 0.702 0.940 MJG.MR.060 CGN105 Leedey 
L6 0.700 0.940 TJM.TB.110 C1TB110 Maryville 
L6 0.700 0.940 TJM.TB.112 C1TB112 Nejo 
L6 0.696 0.940 MJG.MR.061 CGN107 Nerft  
L6 0.730   TJM.TB.130 BKR1TB130 New Concord 
L6 0.720 0.920 TJM.TB.142 BKR1TB142 Paranaiba 
L6 0.710 0.930 CMP.MB.010 CLMB10 Paranaiba  
L6 0.720 0.940 TJM.TB.113 C1TB113 Patrimonio 
L6 0.740 0.940 CMP.MH.014 C1MH14 Peetz  
L6 0.735 0.940 CMP.MH.020 CAMH20 Potter 
L6 0.710 0.920 JNG.DP.009 BKR1DP009 Rangala 
L6 0.740 0.930 PHS.PS.098 C1PS98 Sahara 97001 
L6 0.707 0.950 MJG.MR.062 CGN109 St. Michel 
L6 0.691 0.940 MJG.MR.063 CGN113 Tourinnes-la-Grosse  
L6 0.740 0.890 TJM.TB.084 C1TB84 Tuan Tuc 
L6 0.696 0.940 MJG.MR.064 CGN115 Utrecht  
L6 0.710 0.930 TJM.TB.087 C1TB87 Valdinizza 
L6 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.086 C1TB86 Vouille 
L6 0.712 0.981 MJG.MR.125 CGM181 Vouille  
L6 0.720 0.940 DTB.MP.029 CAMP29 Walters 
L6 0.720 0.930 TJM.TB.144 BKR1TB144 Wethersfield (1971) 
L6 0.680 0.940 TJM.TB.147 BKR1TB147 Wethersfield (1982) 
L6 0.735 0.940 CMP.MH.010 C1MH10 Wickenberg 
L6 0.686 0.940 MJG.MR.065 CGN117 Zavid  
89 Meteorites, 110 Samples 
Comparative Individual Value Plot. 
CIV Plot was used to generate visual where one dot represents 2 data points to see how 




Comparative Probability Plot with 95% CI. 
CP Plot was generated to determine the probability of locating a specific type of OC at a 
given wavelength. The result was that all types were likely to be found within the same region 
to a lower degree, whereas the highest probability to locate a data point for a given type was 
shown that L-Chondrites are most likely (95-99.9%) to be found between 0.75 and 0.80 microns 
while both H- and LL- types were as likely (95-99%) to be found between 0.75 and 0.77 microns. 
The probability projections also differ between each type, however significant overlap cannot 





Metamorphic Grade Types 
Average Spectra - Metamorphic Grade 
Average spectra for OC metamorphic types 3-6 relating to the OC composition types as follows: 
LL-Chondrites red, H-Chondrites blue, and L-Chondrites green. As seen, variability within the data set 
begin to affect the average spectra with increasing metamorphic grade. H-types tended to increase 
albedo with heating, while L-types increase in albedo with a relatively large increase in albedo between 
type 5 and 6, then the LL-types begin with lower albedo (type 3) then shift to high albedo (type 4 and 5) 






















Average Spectra for Type 3 Ordinary Chondrites


















Average Spectra for Type 4 Ordinary Chondrites
























Average Spectra for Type 5 Ordinary Chondrites


















Average Spectra for Type 6 Ordinary Chondrites
H Type LL Type L Type
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Dot plot of Ordinary Chondrite types with Metamorphic Grades. 
For a more expanded view than seen by the CIV Plot, the following Dot plots illustrate 
the relative count of peak positions based on compositional type metamorphic grades. As with 
the CIV Plot, the individual dots represent two data points. Visually, one can see the trend of 






Band I Minima Correlating Peak Positions 
To see a visual representation of the Band I minimum positions relative to the peak positions, a 
plot illustrating the relationships with regard to compositional types. There appear to be clusters within 
the set, however there is a great deal of overlap between compositional types. Gradation does seem to 
present, however when viewing the trend of the compositional type data points, LL- and H-types run 
parallel to one another and share the same lower region in the Band I and peak positions and then the L-
types transect the general trend of the H-types. The data shows that a calibration is necessary to 






























Ordinary Chondrite Band I and Peak Features
L- LL- H-
Linear (L-) Linear (LL-) Linear (H-)
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Statistical Analysis Reports 
 
ANOVA One-Way Report – Type (3-6) 
A One-Way ANOVA report was run for determining if differentiating the metamorphic type once 
compositional type is known is plausible. Significant overlap in the means comparison chart resulted in a 
conclusion that only type 6 is statistically different enough from the other types to determine. Type 5 
was only statistically different from types 6 and 3. Type 4 was statistically different from type 6. Type 3 









ANOVA One-Way Report – Band I (H-, L- and LL-) 
Looking at statistical relevance for determining Band I minima difference between 
compositional types resulted in the same result seen when looking at the peak feature position in that 






ANOVA One-Way test - Diagnostic Test D/B 
As part of the Figure 12 within this report, the outliers test as part of the One-Way ANOVA test 
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